
Notes on meeting of the 28th March 
 
Bob made apologies for ....Carlo Wells, Naomi Mason, Liz Nicholson, Karen  Parrott , Nicky 
Evans,.......Buz Keaton Mr and Mrs Bishop. 
 
Nine Trade watch signs gone up around the village more to follow.  
Bob thanked those who posted the trade watch letters . 
Danny Whitehead attended but unfortunately had to cut visit short as had to be in Hull. He talked 
about the crime levels throughout Brigg and the wolds being 849....4 burglary and 2 thefts also on 
line scams . Bonby lowest area at 3.1 percent. 
Bob also said we must all be careful when we interpret these things as just the other day someone 
said to him there was a psychopath in Bonby and it turned out to be a cycle path😂😂😂 
Think we need a ditty at every meeting Bob ( no pressure) 
 
Humber Talking  
A house to house survey which people can do online or fill in when they visit the police drop in on 
the 10th of April. 
16 people attended the meeting Anna has a list of names.  
Bob discussed Bonby day and had spoken to Nick Smith earlier that day who said there may not be a 
Bonby day but would let him know . But if went ahead then we could perhaps obtain t shirts and 
marquee. 
 
On the Sat 18th May A quiz night is being held at the village hall, teams of six are required and Bob 
asked for volunteers to represent NHW. Bob , Val,Anna Simon Linda Jackson, Mark   have put their 
names forward up to now. 
 
Raymond Smith and mark who raised concern regarding litter and dog fouling bags 
 
The WI have arranged a litter collection in between villages for Friday the 5th and if anyone would 
like to help please contact Mrs  Caroline Drake  
 
40 sacks were collected at the last collection,  
Bob mentioned the meeting for coordinators from the lower villages to take place on the 25th April 
with a view to set up a network for the future  
 
A very big thank you to Anna for the delicious cakes..  round of applause 👏  
 
Next NHW meeting is scheduled for 30th of May. 


